South City Digital Inclusion Project

Memphis sent this bulletin at 09/19/2022 05:07 PM CDT

Hey! Hey! Hey!

Do you live in 38126 or 38106 zip codes?

Are you looking to:
- Increase your knowledge of technology + digital world
- Learn new computer skills
- Gain access to FREE in home internet
- Earn $200+ in gift cards
- Have access to a personal digital mentor
- Get your kids enrolled in tech based after school programs

If any of this interest you and you live in the above areas, you could be the perfect participant for the South City Digital Inclusion Project!

Please Contact if you are interested:
Taylor Fabrizius (901)213-8822 tchrchw1@memphis.edu
Ursula Thomas (901) 628-8094 ursulathomasmem@gmail.com
Dr. Washington (901) 830-5180 gwshngt1@memphi.edu

Stay Connected with the Library

https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/TNMEMPHIS/bulletins/32dd8c4